This document identifies the portions of the 2017 OIBRS Data Specifications manual that have been revised/updated from the 2013 manual.

- Added new FBI NIBRS Hate Bias codes of 28 (Anti-Mormon), 29 (Anti-Jehovah’s Witness), 81 (Anti-Eastern Orthodox (Greek, Russian, etc.), 82 (Anti-Other Christian), 83 (Anti-Buddhist), 84 (Anti-Hindu), and 85 (Anti-Sikh). Moved Racial and Ethnicity bias codes into a combined category titled Race/Ethnicity/Ancestry Bias. No longer collecting Hate Bias code 30 (Anti-Asian) that was under the former Ethnicity/National Origin Bias category as that is now covered under the combined Race/Ethnicity/Ancestry Bias category with code 14 (Anti-Asian).
- Added on page 37 additional explanation on Crimes Against Property requiring a Property Segment only if they are a Group A Offense.
- Took out “14 Household Goods” on pages 162-163 in the Larceny Type 23A, 23B and 23C “No” listings. That code is allowable as stolen property for those offense types.
- Updated the paragraph under number 1 (Options for Participation) on page 102 to reflect current methods to submit data.
- Added new FBI NIBRS offense code of 720 for Animal Cruelty and updated translations and implied edits for applicable ORCs. Added new Type Criminal Activity Codes of A, F, I, S to be used when an applicable 720 offense is reported.
- Added new FBI NIBRS offense codes 26F (Identity Theft) and 26G (Hacking/Computer Invasion) and updated translations and implied edits for applicable ORCs.
- Added Location Type codes 69-Cyberspace and 70-Other Vehicle.
- Removed documentation on the Trailer record in the Extract File Layout and replaced Segment 7 with a new segment (Subject Segment).
- Changed Password data in Header record to now be used for software providers to identify themselves and software version that data submitted came from.
- Changed Segment 7 to the Subject Segment, added Segment 8 for the Officer Segment. Only reported for Use of Force incidents.
- Added Data Element #s 70 to 105 for Use of Force incidents data collection. Only reported for Use of Force incidents. Data Elements added in the Administrative Segment, Subject Segment, and Officer Segment.
- Added Data Element #106 (Zero Report Month) in the Administrative Segment to enable an agency to identify that there were no OIBRS reportable offense or use of force incidents to report for a given month.
- Moved Data Element #47 (Justifiable Homicide Circumstances) to Segment 8 (Officer Segment). Removed dummy ORC 2903.00J. Added circumstance type code I (Investigation Pending).
- Added a Segment Action Type code of F to identify Use of Force incidents.
- Changed Data Elements #33, 33A, 44, 44A, 62, and 62A for Race and Ethnicity data collection for Suspects, Victims, and Arrestees to match the format collected through Use of Force incidents. Now Race and Ethnicity combined into one Data Element (Data Elements #33, 44, and 62) and new record positions added in OIBRS extract file layout for the new format. The OIBRS state system will be able to accept the historical and new format of these data elements for Suspects, Victims, and Arrestees. The Use of Force Subject and Officer segments information on Race and Ethnicity must be reported in the new format as defined in the March 2017 data specifications manual.
- Updated language for Data Element #28 (Type of Drug Measurement) in the paragraph with the asterisk (*) to allow any Suspected Drug Type (Data Element #26) to be reported when the value for Data Element #28 is reported as XX (Not Reported).

The following ORCs in Appendix A have been added or updated either by subsection changes/additions, translation change, implied edit change, or crime type change. The specific update/change is in parenthesis.

128.32 (Renumbered from ORC 5507.32)
959.01 (Updated translation, Added Implied Edit)
959.02 (Updated translation, Added Implied Edit)
959.03 (Updated translation, Added Implied Edit)
959.06 (Updated translation, Added Implied Edit)
959.12 (Updated translation, Added Implied Edit)
959.13 (Updated translation, Added Implied Edit)
959.131 (Updated translation, Added Implied Edit)
959.14 (Updated translation, Added Implied Edit)
959.15 (Updated translation, Added Implied Edit)
959.16 (Updated translation, Added Implied Edit)
959.17 (Updated translation, Added Implied Edit)
959.18 (Updated translation, Added Implied Edit)
959.20 (Updated translation, Added Implied Edit)
2903.00J (Removed dummy ORC, Removed Implied Edit)
2911.12A4 (Removed subsection)
2911.12B (Added subsection)
2911.13B (Updated translation)
2913.04B (Updated translation, Added Implied Edit)
2913.04D (Added subsection)
2913.49 (Updated translation, Updated Implied Edit)
2917.00 (Repealed “dummy” ORC)
2917.11B1 (Updated translation)
2917.11B2 (Updated translation)
2921.33 (Updated translation, Added Implied Edit)
2923.161 (Removed an Implied Edit)